
Sweet Dreams Are Made of Delta-8

Meet DREAM — the newest member of the PMB Essentials family. Because
nature always knows best, DREAM features an artisanal collection of clean,

plant-based sleep aids. Combining the gentle euphoria of Delta-8 THC with
the subtle sedation of CBN and 5-HTP, each serving helps you get to sleep

faster and supports restorative sleep throughout the night.

Order DREAM during our Pre-sale and instantly receive 15% OFF! Visit your
PMB Customer dashboard to start shopping or head to primemybody.com for

more product information.

 

 

Shop Pre-Sale →

 

Product Info →

 
 

These pre-sale prices won't last forever, as this opportunity ends at midnight CDT, May 20th. Please note

that this is a Pre-Sale, as DREAM is not expected to begin shipping until the week of June 6th.

 

DREAM Pre-Sale
Ends at 11:59PM CDT, May 20th

Free product is not eligible for returns. If items are returned from an invoice where free items were

received, all free items will be received in first prior to any refunds being calculated.

Shipping is calculated and charged based on the weight of the entire order including any free items.

Handling is calculated on the subtotal of the entire order prior to any discounts being given for free

product.

Should you experience a transaction issue, before contacting PMB Support, please thoroughly review

our Transaction Troubleshooting Guide.

Pre-sale quantities are limited. 

The products and the claims made about specific products on or through this site have not been

evaluated by the FDA and are not meant to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. You should

consult with a healthcare professional before starting any diet, exercise or nutritional supplement

program, before taking any medication, or if you have or suspect you might have a health problem. If

you have, or think you have, a medical problem or symptom, please consult a qualified physician.

About DREAM Delta-8 Sleep Gummies

Delta-8 products are not for use by or sale to persons under the age of 21. Delta-8 products should be

used only as directed on the label. Consume and use Delta-8 products responsibly. Do not operate a

vehicle or heavy machinery when taking or using this product.

Consuming or using Delta-8 products may potentially result in a positive drug test for Delta-9 THC, for

which we are not responsible and for which you accept the full risk. As a precaution, you should not take

this product if you need to pass a drug test. As with ALL cannabinoid products, you may test positive for

THC. We recommend that you speak to your supervisor or HR Department before taking this product if

drug testing is a part of your job requirement.

Hemp-derived products, including Delta-8 products have not been evaluated by the FDA or any other

state or federal agency. Delta-8 products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, remedy or prevent

any disease, illness, or condition or any other ailment.

Sales of Delta-8 products are void where prohibited by law. We retain the right to not ship to any

locations where local laws prohibit the sale, possession, use, or purchase of Delta-8 products and we are

not responsible for knowing whether this product is legal in your area of residence. By purchasing this

product, you assume full responsibility for all parts pertaining to your purchase.
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DREAM
DELTA-8SLEEPGUMMIES

10mg48-5mgCBN•100mg5-HTP

TropicalTwilightFlavor

DIETARYSUPPLEMENT
30Gummies|Netwt.4.59oz(130g)

WhySleep
Gummies?
Fromsunuptosundown,we're
overloadedbynotifications,digital
distractions,endlesstasksand

unexpectedresponsibilities.Delta-8
andCBNworkharmoniouslywith
yourbody'sendocannabinoidsystem
torelieveemotionalandmental

stressandpromoteacalm,relaxed
stateofmind.
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